Abstract. This paper describes laboratory tests carried out in the steel flat-bottomed silo model filled with sand, subjected to external dynamic loads. The model was placed on a system of springs, which represent subsoil. The loads in the form of horizontal impulses were applied to the bottom plate of the silo. Horizontal pressure-time courses were used to analyze the influence of subsoil vibrations on the distribution changes of these pressures. Basic conclusion: (1) the subsoil vibrations cause two types of changes of the horizontal pressures: stable changes which are observed when the model vibrations finish and cyclic of short duration (brief) changes; (2) the subsoil vibrations either generate stable increase or stable decrease of the pressures from before vibrations or do not generate any essential stable change; (3) the cyclic dynamic changes of the horizontal pressures depend on the direction of the silo wall displacements and they are the function of the values of these displacements.
Introduction
Not much has been known on the subject of behavior of silos and bulk materials stored into them subjected to subsoil vibrations in despite of permanent interest of the anti-seismic engineering. Up to now only few papers referring to this subject have been published. The most important theoretical papers are listed in Table 1 . Wellestablished techniques were published by Braun and Eibl [1] and Younan and Veletsos [11, 12] . In both theoretical models which allow to determine the distribution of bulk material pressures acting on silo wall and stresses within stored bulk material were presented. Papers about experimental tests on this subject are even fewer. Among them papers of Sasaki and Yoshimura [9] and Sakai et al. [8] contain results in the form of dynamic pressure distributions acting on the silo wall. Figure 1 shows discrepancies between the pressure distributions shown by above mentioned authors. As can be seen from this Figure there exist large differences between individual data. One of the reasons can be complicated nonlinear properties of bulk materials and mutual relations between their characteristics. The basic difficulty is to the formulate far-going assumptions concerning constitutive relations. They are necessary to solve equations. Moreover, in the case of numerical model, entirely pure numerical constitutive parameters have to be used. Constitutive parameters of the bulk materials have often decisive influence on the final result. Results of experimental tests which are carried out on the models of reduced scale models, generally are not possible to transferred on real objects due as scale effect. On the other hand test on real objects present technical-operating and often financial difficulties. 
Research significance
Due to a small number of publications directly concerning influence of subsoil vibrations on horizontal bulk material pressure on silo wall and the lack of univocal response on the question: what happens with these pressures during silo vibrations, the aim of the present work is to register and describe the changes of the dynamic horizontal pressures caused by the subsoil vibrations and to determine the influence of the dynamic load level and the subsoil stiffness on pressures.
Test setup and test program
Test setup presented on Fig. 2 contained a steel flat-bottom silo model of 1200 mm height, 400 mm diameter and 4 mm thick wall. The model bottom -a 10 mm thick steel plate, was supported on a spring system. The basic test stand elements were: test silo, charge bin, impact device for excitation of the impulse loads as well as pressure cells, transducer and a computer. Dynamic loads were generated by a ballistic pendulum in the form of a single impulse horizontally applied to the bottom plate. This pendulum is characterized by its length, inclination angle and variable mass. Quantities describing the dynamic loading were: maximum horizontal amplitude measured by the inductive gauge and horizontal pressures acting on the silo wall measured by ten pressure cells installed, for five along each of two opposite vertical generatrix (Fig. 3) . For the sake these tests the membrane cells were made with the measuring elements in the form electric resistance wire gauges. Bulk material used for the tests was fractional coarse grained sand with the size of 0.4 to 1.2 mm. For the purpose of subsoil modeling of different dynamic properties two springs systems of different stiffness were used.
Two model test groups P and S differing in the dynamic coefficient of subsoil were carried out. In each group for four measuring series of different values of impulse load were performed. The test program is presented in Table 2 . In each cycle the following were performed: pressure cells zero adjustment, filling out with sand of the test silo, registering the static pressures, starting the "continuous" record of pressures and displacements, striking the test silo by pendulum and emptying the silo after recording the test. 
Test results
The starting point of the analysis of the dynamic pressures are static pressures the courses of which for the chosen cells are presented on Fig. 4 . Mean values of these pressures represent reference point for all changes of dynamic bulk material pressures. The illustration of the obtained measurement results selected from 160 measuring cycles are initial fragments of bulk material pressure time histories which are represented on Figs 5 and 6.
Analyses of test results
Due to the model wall thickness, foundation type and loading type, the dynamic characteristic of emptied or filled silo, was limited to two silo vibration modes: translational and rotational (Fig. 8) . The harmonic analysis of the acceleration diagrams shows that the fundamental frequencies of natural vibrations are adequately equal 10.4 and 11.5 Hz for both types of subsoil (P and S series). Maximum bulk material pressure changes for all levels of the dynamic loading and both types of the subsoil appear in the initial phase of silo model vibration, at about 0.2 second after load application. In the phase of damped vibrations a stabilization of level pressure occurs. Silo vibrations either produce stable increase or stable decrease of bulk material pressure values in relation to their level before the load impact, or do not produce any fundamental pressure changes of a stable character (Fig. 7) . Not stated existence of univocal dependences between location of measuring points along to silo height and level as well as character of final pressure. Also, not found mutually dependencies between these pressures. The stable finish changes of dynamic bulk material pressures oscillate in the range of 1% to 10% of the static pressures values. A phenomenon of general character, observed in each cycle and in all the measuring points, was the dependence of cyclic bulk material pressure changes upon directions of the silo wall displacements. When a wall moved away from the bulk material then the pressures decreased, and when the wall moved towards the bulk material, they increased. The correlation coefficients of the silo model base displacements and bulk material pressures confirm the existence of this dependence. Absolute values of these coefficients are included in the range of 0.70 to 0.94. The correlation is positive when displacements of the silo base result in the increase of pressure. But correlation is negative if increase of silo base displacement result in decrease of pressure. Distribution of correlation coefficient signs, presented on Fig. 8 , confirmed the fundamental meaning of the rotational free vibration in the dynamic characteristic of the silo model. Further analysis of the test results was based on the absolute values of the extreme pressure amplitudes obtained in particular measuring cycles. Highest dynamic pressure changes appear in the range of 2% to 20% and 2% to 37% of static pressure values adequately for P and Sseries, respectively. Distributions of the dynamic pressure along silo height differ in significant manner from the distributions assumed in Eurocode 8. Differences concern both pressure values and diagram form. As can be seen in Figs 9 and 10 the relationship dynamic pressure-depth in each case of loading and subsoil type, is nonlinear. To determine the mean effect of subsoil vibration on the values of bulk material pressures the mean values of maximum dynamic pressures for all measuring series, were estimated. It was found that these pressures are included in the range of 26% to 56% and 43% to 72% of standard pressures, for P and S group, respectively. Correlation curves of the acceleration-dynamic pressure relationship have been shown in Fig. 11 . These dependencies are the power functions. Correlation coefficients are equal 0.997 and 0.985, respectively. Test results demonstrating the existence of subsoil stiffness effect on the horizontal pressure caused by the vibration are presented in Table 3 . The differences of the dynamic subsoil coefficients C x both models was equal 22%. Meanwhile, differences of the dynamic pressure value for the particular subsoil models are equal from 17% to 66% depending on the amplitude acceleration values. Because the springs applied in the model did not satisfy the conditions of model similarity, therefore it is not possible to draw out quantitative conclusions concerning the subsoil stiffness effect on pressure values.
Conclusions
Tests concern to changes of the horizontal pressure of the material on a silo wall caused by subsoil disturbance carried out in the Laboratory of Building Engineering Institute, Wroclaw University of Technology allowed to make out the following conclusions:
1. The silo vibrations produce a stable increase or stable decrease of the pressures in comparison with their value before the disturbance, or they do not produce any substantial pressure changes of the stable character. The existence of univocal relationships between the localization of measuring points along the silo height and the level as well as the course of final pressures or mutual relationships between these pressures, have not been found. 2. Dynamic pressures changes depend on the displacement direction of the silo wall and are the function of that displacement. 3. Distribution of the maximum dynamic pressures along the silo height is nonlinear. 4. The relationship of mean horizontal dynamic pressure of bulk material acting on a silo wall and the maximum acceleration amplitude of subsoil is a nonlinear dependence. 5. Pressures caused by subsoil vibrations depend on dynamic subsoil stiffness.
